The MSEE Student Symposium is an annual event organized by and designed for graduate students and postdocs in the MSEE program. This symposium is an opportunity for students to learn about research across MSEE's four research areas, gain exposure to a DoD laboratory setting, and interact with DoD laboratory researchers and partners.

This two-day event will occur at the U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command Chemical Biological Center (DEVCOM CBC) and consist of technical talks given by MSEE students and postdocs, keynote presentations from DEVCOM CBC and Army Research Laboratory researchers, and various lab tours of interest.

We want you there!

Who's invited?

MSEE graduate students and postdocs are encouraged to attend. The Student Symposium is designed to provide an environment where students can showcase their work and collaborate in an environment of their peers — no PIs allowed!

Travel and lodging

Funds are available for MSEE collaborators to help offset travel costs. Additional lodging details coming soon.

Register

Scan the QR code below or click here to register.

Want more info?

Scan the QR code on the right to register and visit the MSEE website at hemi.jhu.edu/mseeura for updates.